C NiMi + WiLi = Wi+i. We insert at this point a lemma with several later applications.
Introduction.
Recent publications have exhibited an amazingly large number of simple Lie algebras of characteristic p. At this writing one cannot envisage a structure theory encompassing them all; perhaps it is not even sensible to seek one. .
Seligman [3] picked out a subclass corresponding almost exactly to the simple Lie algebras of characteristic 0. He postulated restrictedness and the possession of a nonsingular invariant form arising from a restricted representation.
In this paper our main purpose is to weaken his hypotheses by omitting the assumption that the form arises from a representation.
We find no new algebras for ranks one and two. On the other hand, it is known that new algebras of this kind do exist for rank three, and at that level the investigation will probably become more formidable. For rank one we are able to prove more. Just on the assumption of a nonsingular invariant form we find only the usual three-dimensional algebra to be possible. Assuming simplicity and restrictedness permits in addition the survival of the Witt algebra. Still further information on algebras of rank one is provided by Theorems 1, 2 and 4.
Characteristics two and three are exceptions to nearly all the results. In those two cases we are sometimes able to prove more, sometimes less; for the reader's convenience, these theorems are assembled in an appendix. In addition, characteristic five is a (probably temporary) exception in Theorem 7. Two remarks on style, (a) Several proofs are broken up into a series of lemmas. To avoid endless repetition, these lemmas are stated in skeleton form, not intelligible beyond the immediate context. If, however, a lemma has an application occurring substantially later in the paper, its hypotheses are given in full.
(b) Binomial coefficients with subscript two abound in the paper. For the sake of typographical simplicity we adopt the unorthodox notation n2 = n(n -1)/2. At one point we similarly write n3 for n(n -l)(n -2)/6. Part I. Rank one 2. Basic definitions. We shall always be dealing with a finite-dimensional Lie algebra L over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. We use ordinary juxtaposition xy for the operation in /; brackets are reserved for actual commutation in an associative algebra. We write Rx, rather than Ad(x), for the mapping a->ax.
If H is a nilpotent subalgebra of L, there is a unique decomposition L = EFa as a vector space sum; here each a is a scalar function on H called a root, and La consists of all x in L which are annihilated by some power of Rh -a(h)I tor every h in H. We have LaLpELa+e (in the sense that LaL$ = 0 if a+8 is not a root). Thus L0 is a subalgebra containing H, and we say that if is a Cartan subalgebra ii H = Lo. An element u is said to be regular if the multiplicity of the characteristic root 0 in F" is minimal; this minimal number is called the rank of L. If the above decomposition is performed with H the one-dimensional subalgebra spanned by a regular element, it turns out that io is a Cartan subalgebra. Thus there always exists a Cartan subalgebra whose dimension is the rank of L. One must beware of the fact that for characteristic p>0 the dimension of a Cartan subalgebra is not necessarily invariant; but of course the rank is a well defined invariant.
We shall consider restricted Lie algebras only when they are centerless. Thus we define a centerless Lie algebra L to be restricted if the pth power of every inner derivation is inner. Then for every x there exists a unique element y satisfying F" = (Rx)p; we write y = xp.
Let L be a Lie algebra of rank one, and select any nonzero element u in a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. Then the root spaces La are simply indexed by the characteristic roots of Fu and are elements of the base field. By multiplying re by a suitable scalar we can convert any desired root a into 1.
Suppose L, in addition, is restricted (note that any Lie algebra of rank one is centerless). Then one easily sees that it is possible to choose u so that up = u. It then follows that the roots are all in the prime field (integers mod p) and that Fu acts as a scalar on each root space. Each of these facts makes for big simplifications.
The product of any element of La by an element of L-a is a scalar multiple of u; this gives rise to an inner product between the spaces La and £,_. Of course this inner product is not necessarily nonsingular.
Accordingly, we write Ma for the subspace of La annihilating L-a, and we have that the spaces La/Ma and L-a/M-a are paired in nonsingular fashion. We shall write n(a) tor their common dimension. We shall prove ultimately (for characterstic >3) that n(a) =0 or 1. In the next section we take a preliminary step.
3. Proof that n(a) is at most 2. As we noted above, we may harmlessly assume that a=\.
A simple product in a Lie algebra is one formed by successive multiplications by single elements. Write Ni tor the subspace spanned by all simple products of * elements of L\. Write Wi for the subspace spanned by all simple products of i elements of Li, where at least one factor is in Mi (the annihilator of L_i within Li). Thus we have WiENiELi, Ni+i = NiLi, Wi+i = NiMi+WiLi. Note that Wi = Mi, W2 = MiLi. We also set W0 = 0, N0 = L0 (= the set of scalar muliples of m).
(1) au = a, bu = b + Ao (mod Jl/i) where X is a scalar (which we could take to be 0 or 1). Write ab = c.
Lemma 10, we find d+i x = adx --dx-d -xad = -ua -f (i + 2)2c,_ia' (mod Wi+2) = (i + 2)d + (i + 2)2c,-(mod Wi+2) = (i + 3) id.
Lemma 13. For i^p -3, ct is not in Wi+i.
Proof. First, Co -c is not in Wi. For cx= -bu (Lemma 7), and thus by Lemma 4 we would have buGWi = M\, a contradiction.
We then apply Lemmas 4 and 12, noting that the binomial coefficient (t-f-2)2 is not 0 till i = p-2.
As a particular case of Lemma 13 we have that cp_3 is not 0. (Here we must insist on characteristic at least 5. This assumption will be made henceforth tacitly in the lemmas, but it will be restated in the major theorems.) Now y was taken to be any element of L_i annihilating a. Hence (Lemma 9) we have discovered a nonzero element c"_3 in Z_i which annihilates anything in L_i which annihilates a. Suppose now that L-i/M-i has dimension ^3. Then there are at least two elements of L_i linearly independent modulo Af_i in the annihilator of a. Lemma 5 shows that c"_3 must be a scalar multiple of each of these. This being impossible, we have proved: Lemma 14. n(a)^2. 4 . Preliminary results on the case n(a) =2. We shall ultimately see that n(a)=2 is impossible. In this section we collect a number of cases where n(a) =2 turns out to be impossible. In §6 (with the aid of the results in §5) we shall complete the proof.
FirSt we note that «(2a) cannot vanish if n(a) -2.
Lemma 15. If n(a) =2, then n(2a) 2:1.
Proof. We assume a=l. The spaces Li/Mi and L-i/M-i are two-dimensional and are paired by a nonsingular inner product. We pick a basis for Li/Mi in Jordan canonical form under Ru, and then choose a dual basis for L-i/M-i.
After lifting these bases to Li and L_i we obtain elements a, bGLi, x, yGL-i satisfying ax = by = u, ay = bx = 0, au = a, Zmsfc+Xa (mod Mi), X = 0 or 1. The equations cx= -bu, cy = au hold as in Lemma 7, where c is again ab. Then c-xy= -x-yc-y-cx = xau-\-ybu = xa-r-yb= -2m.
Thus L2L_25*0 and «(2) £ 1.
We continue to assume a = l, n(l)=2. Changing notation, we write bi, ■ ■ ■ , bT for a basis of Mi and augment this basis by elements a\, ai to a basis of L\.
Lemma 16. The elements aia2, aibi, a2bj are linearly independent (l^i,j^r).
The dimension of L2 is at least 2r + l. If dim (Li) ^dim (Li), then r = 0 or 1.
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We can find x in L_i with aix = w, o2^ = 0. Of course bix= ■ ■ ■ brx = 0. By the Jacobi identity,
x-aiai = a2re, x-aibi = 6,m, xaibj = 0.
Left-multiply (5) by x and apply (6). Since Ru is nonsingular on Li, we obtain \ -Pi = 0. Similarly ^ = 0. The final statements of the lemma are evident.
Lemma 17. (L-iM-i)L\ = 0.
Proof. Let aEL-i, bEM-i, c, dELi. Then b-cd = 0 by the Jacobi identity
An application of the Jacobi identity to a, b, and cd then shows that ab-cd = 0.
Lemma 18. The following is impossible: w(l) =re(2) =2, and L±u L±2 threedimensional.
Proof. From Lemma 16 we see that i2 is spanned by L\. Again by Lemma 5, L_iAf_i is two-dimensional.
This shows (by Lemma 17) that a two-dimensional subspace of L_2 annihilates all of L2. This is incompatible with the hypotheses that re(2) =2 and the spaces F2, F-2 are three-dimensional.
The next lemma will be used again in §5 and §11; we accordingly state it in full with adequate generality.
Lemma 19. Let L be a Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p~>3. Let \La\ denote the root spaces of L under the decomposition relative to Ru, where uEL. Assume bELa, yEL_a, tEL-ia, by = u, yu= -ay, tu= -2at, t(bu-ab)=0, ty = Q. Assume further that tbb is a scalar multiple of u. Then t = 0.
Proof. We may assume a= 1. Write tb = h. We apply the Jacobi identity three times: the triple (/, 6, y) yields txy= -2t; the triple (t, b, u) yields hu = -ti\ the triple (h, b, y) yields tiby= -3ti. Now hb is a scalar multiple of u by hypothesis. Hence /i6-y is a scalar multiple of y. It follows that hy = 0 and f = 0.
Lemma 20. The following is impossible: re(l) =2, L±i two-dimensional, and Ru acting as the identity on Lx.
Proof. Li and L_i are two-dimensional spaces paired by a nonsingular inner product. From the Jacobi identity, applied to u, Li and F_i, we see that Ru on L-i is the negative of the adjoint of Fu on Li. Thus Fu= -I on L_i. Choose dual bases: a, b for Li and x, y tor L-X. We now follow the notation and use the results in §3, defining c = ab, Ci = cR\. It should be noted that in the present case Mi = 0, so that the W's are all 0 and the congruences in §3 are replaced by equalities. Write / = Cj,_4. By Lemma 9, ty = 0. By Lemma 10, tu= -2t (note that t lies in L_2). All the hypotheses of Lemma 19 are fulfilled (with a=l) and we conclude that t = Q. But this contradicts Lemma 13.
Lemma 21. The following is impossible: n(l)=2, dim (Z±i) = 2, dim (L±2) = 1.
Proof. Since Lemma 20 rules out the possibility that 7?u is the identity on L\, we have a basis a, b for Li with au = a, bu -b+a. On the dual basis x, y for L_i, we have yu= -y, xu= -x-y. Again we set c = ab, ci = cRia. Concerning the element c"_4 we again have that it is a nonzero element in L_2 and that it annihilates y. Now consider the element xy in L_2. The fact that ac = Ci is not zero (Lemma 13) is mirrored by the fact that xy does not annihilate y. Hence xy and cp_4 are linearly independent elements of L_2, and L_2 is at least two-dimensional.
Lemma 22. The following is impossible: n(l)=n(2)=2, L±u L±2 all twodimensional.
Proof. We continue the analysis occurring in Lemma 21, studying further the linearly independent elements Cj,_4 and xy in Z_2. We have xy-u--2ry; this is the analogue of the statement cu = 2c (Lemma 6). Further, cp-*\U = -2Cj,_4 by Lemma 10. Since Z,_2 is assumed to be two-dimensional, it is spanned by xy and cp-4.; thus 7?u acts as -21 on L_2. We can now invoke Lemma 20, with L-2 playing the role of L\.
Lemma 23. The following is impossible: n(l) =n(2) =2, Zi two-dimensional, L_i and L_2 three-dimensional.
Proof. Since n(l) = 2 and L_i is three-dimensional, M-i is one-dimensional. Pick a nonzero element z in M^x. Choose a basis a, b for Li as usual: au = a, bu = b+i\a. The annihilator of a in L_i will be a two-dimensional subspace containing z which is invariant under Ru; thus it will have a basis y, z satisfying zu= -z, yu= -y+piz. Now we repeat the idea of the last two lemmas, constructing the nonzero element cp_4 in Z_2. This time cp-t,y = Cj,_4z = 0, for cp_4 annihilates the annihilator of a in L_i (Lemma 9). It follows that cp_45 = 0, where s=yz. Now it is impossible for ep_4 and s to be linearly independent, for then by Lemma 5 they would both lie in M_2, whereas M_2 is onedimensional.
Hence cp_4 is a scalar multiple of s, and it follows that ys = 0. Let b be any element in Zi with by = u. Since oz = 0, the Jacobi identity on (b, y, z) yields bs = z. Applying the Jacobi identity to (b, y, s) we obtain su = s, which is impossible since sGL-i.
5. Study of the case 71(a) = 1. In this section we begin to examine the case n(a) =1. The results will be used in §6 to complete the proof that n(a) is at most one, and will again be used in §7 to get our structure theorems.
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The preliminary lemmas have an application in §11, and so we formulate them so as to apply to general Lie algebras (not necessarily of rank one).
Lemma 24. Let a, x, u be elements in a Lie algebra L with ax = u. Let W be a subspace of L which contains au -a, is invariant under Ru, and is annihilated by Rx. Let T be a product (in any order) of RJs, Rx's, Ru's and right multiplications by elements of W. Suppose r of the factors are Ra's and s are Rx's. Then again WT = 0.
Proof. We shall prove this by a steady process of pushing terms F", Rx to the left. Take the first factor in T which is Fu or Rx.
Case I. It is Fu. If T leads off with Fu, we can simply suppress Fu, for WRUEW by hypothesis. Otherwise there is a factor preceding F", and it is either F0 or of the form Rd with d in W. Now With each of the three terms on the right of (7) Lemma 25. Let a, x, u be elements in a Lie algebra L with ax = u. Let W be a subspace of L which contains au -a, is invariant under Ru, and is annihilated by Rx. Let an element 6 in W, and integers i, m, re (0^i,m^n) be given. where I is the identity linear transformation.
Proof. We make an induction on *. For i = 0, the equation is an identity. Assume (9) known for i-\ and apply (7). The term involving Rc vanishes by Lemma 24; corresponding to the two cases of the present lemma we cite part ( where Ti = iRu-\-itI.
Proof. First we prove, for any i (O^t^w), (11) bRlRxR^Rr1 = bTiRT'RV.
For i = 0, both sides of (11) vanish. Apply (8) on the left side of (11) The special case i -n of (11) reads
By repeated use of (12) we obtain (10). We now return specifically to the study of a Lie algebra L of rank one. We shall assume in the remainder of this section that n(l) = l. Select an element a in Lx but not in Mi, and an element x in L^i but not inM-X; normalize so that ax = w. Since Mx has co-dimension one in Li we have that au -aGMi. Also, we recall (Lemma 2) that M\ is invariant under 7?". Thus, with W=Mi, all the hypotheses of Lemmas 24-26, part (a), are fulfilled. Lemma 28. SiSj=0.
Proof. We prove this by induction on j; the argument will simultaneously establish the initial stage j -1 of the induction.
Set n=p -2, m=n-j + l. If j=l, we have m = n, and Lemma 26 (a) is applicable. If j>l, we note that n -m -l=j -2. Our inductive assumption tells us then that (WRl)W = 0 for W=SX and O^k^n-m-1. Thus Lemma
The linear transformations Tn-m+i, ■ ■ ■ , Tn occurring on the right of (10) are easily seen to be nonsingular on Li and they map Si onto itself (since Si is invariant under Ru). We conclude that R"R™ induces a one-to-one linear transformation from .Si onto SiR"~m = Sj. Now Si annihilates SiR" (Lemma 27). Since Six = 0, the annihilator of Sx is stable under Rx. Hence SiSj = Si(SiRnaR") =0.
We record for later use the following facts (consequences of our observation that R^Rx induces a one-to-one linear transformation from Si onto Sj): Proof. We prove SiS = 0 by induction, noting that Lemma 28 is the case i-l. We have S{S= (Si-ia)SE(Si-iS)a+Si-i(aS) =0, since aSES.
Lemma 31. Ra acts as a scalar on each Si.
Proof. We prove this first for i = 1. Let b be an element in Si. By Lemma 27 we have bRva~1 = 0. Apply Lemma 26 (a) with m = n = p -1. The linear transformations Ti, ■ ■ -, Tp-i which occur on the right of (10) are all nonsingular except the last, which is Ru -I-Hence b(Ru -I) =0.
Assume the lemma known for i-l. Then for tES,-i we have ta-u = tua +t-au. Now tu= (i-l)t by induction; au = a+c (cESi) and tc -0 by Lemma 28. Hence ta-u = i-ta.
Lemma 32. Suppose that the dimension of Li is at most equal to the dimension of Li. Then 5,_,-Ll = 0.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exist elements yES-i, bELi with by = u. Now 5,-is a subspace of Li with the same dimension as Si (Lemma 29). Since Si is just one dimension short of Li, it follows from our hypothesis that the codimension of Sf in Lt is 0 or 1. In either event we have bu -ibGSi, since St is invariant under Ru. Take any nonzero element t in S_2<. Then ty and t(bu -ib) are both zero by Lemma 30. Also, tu=-2it, yu=-y by Lemma 31. We have a contradiction of Lemma 19 (the notation is exactly that of Lemma 19, except that a is to be replaced by i).
6. Proof that n(a) is at most one. In this section we shall complete the proof that n(a) can never exceed one. We suppose that n(a)=2
for some a and eventually reach a contradiction.
Among all root spaces La with n(a) =2 we may assume that Li has maximal dimension, and we write r + 2 for that dimension. By Lemma 15, n(2) = 1 or 2. We distinguish the two cases.
I. n(2) = 1. By Lemma 16, the dimension of Z2 is at least 2r + l. Thus M2 (the annihilator of Z_2 within L2) has a dimension (say s) which is at least 2r. The dimension of L2 is s + 1. We are now going to apply the theory of §5, with L2 playing the role of the Lx of that section. The sequence of 5/s there constructed arises anew here, but it starts from 52 = ikf2, and we are principally concerned with the subspace of Li which emerges; the appropriate notation for it is S\, but it is not to be confused with M\ (the annihilator of L_i within Li). Suppose that the dimension of Zi is at most equal to that of Li (i.e., r + 2^s + l). Then Lemma 32 applies to tell us that SiZ_i = 0, SiGMi. But Si is s-dimensional (Lemma 29) and Mi is r-dimensional. Hence s^r, a contradiction.
Therefore the dimension of Li is strictly larger than that of L2, that is, r-r-l>s.
In conjunction with the inequality s^2r, this implies r = s = 0. Thus Zi is two-dimensional, Z2 is one-dimensional. By our maximality assumption, 7,_i is also two-dimensional. By symmetry (we are now able to replace Li by Z_x), Z_2 is one-dimensional.
But Lemma 21 asserts that this combination is impossible. II. The demolition of Case I shows us that whenever n(a) is 2, then n(2a) is also 2. Moreover the dimension of Lia is at least that of La; this is now clear if La is two-dimensional, and otherwise it follows from Lemma 16. But in fact the two dimensions are equal. For the chain of spaces La, L2a, Lia, ■ • • closes back to Z", and so we must have equality at every step. Referring to Lemma 16 again, we see that the dimension of L2a must be 2 or 3. Take Zi to have w(l) =2 with (as above) maximal dimension among all La with n(a) =2. Then there are three possibilities:
. In every case, Z2 has the same dimension as L\, Z_2 the same as Z-i-We have prepared three lemmas exploding these three cases: Lemmas 22, 23, and 18, respectively. We have completed the proof of our first major theorem.
Theorem 1. Let L be a Lie algebra of rank one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic >3. Let La, L$, • • • be the root spaces relative to a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. Let Ma be the annihilator of L_a within LaThen: La/Ma is either zero or one-dimensional.
7. Simple algebras with integral roots. In this section we shall determine the structure of a substantial class of simple Lie algebras of rank one.
Theorem
2. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of rank one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3. Suppose that L contains a regular element u such that the characteristic roots of Ru are in the prime field GF(p). Then L is either three-dimensional or isomorphic to the Witt algebra.
The proof will be given after several preliminary lemmas. Among the root spaces F, (*"=1, • • • ■ p -1) for which L,L_t^0 choose notation so that Li has maximal dimension. We adopt the notation and use the results of §5.
Lemma 33. S_,L, = 0/or all i.
Proof. If LiL-i = 0 there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, by our normalization to make Fi have maximal dimension, the dimension of L, is at most that of Li. Lemma 33 then follows from Lemma 32.
Lemma 34. S is an ideal in L.
Proof. By induction we prove simultaneously the following two statements
LtS C S.
By symmetry it suffices to cover the range t = 0, 1, • • • , (p -l)/2. For t = 0, (13) follows from Lemma 33, and (14) follows from Lemma 31. Suppose the two assertions are known for t -1. We proceed to prove (13) for the value I. The range O^j^t -1 is already covered by our inductive assumption on (14). The case j = t is vacuous, since So = 0. The remaining range on j is from / + 1 to p -1; on i the range is also from / + 1-to p -1. We make an induction on i, noting that the induction can begin at i = t. Since S; = S,_ia we have (15) SiLj C a-Si-iLj + Si-i-aLj.
The first term on the right of (15) lies in S by our inductive assumption on / in (13); the second lies in S by our inductive assumption on i. It remains to prove (14). That is, we must prove LtSkES for any ft. The range p-tt%k^p -1 is covered by our induction on (13). This leaves the range l^ktZp-t -1 to be covered. We make a descending induction on ft, the induction beginning at k=p-t. Since Sk -Sk+iX (Lemma 29), we have (16) LtSk C LiSk+vx + LtxSk+i.
The first term on the right of (16) lies in S by our inductive assumption on k; the second lies in 5 by our inductive assumption on / in (14). This completes the proof of Lemma 34. If Z is simple, S must be 0 (since, of course, S^L). We continue our analysis, assuming 5 = 0. Thus Zi and Z_i are one-dimensional; we maintain our standard notation: a£Zi, x£Z_i, ax = u.
The next steps in the discussion are based on a computation like that occurring in §5. In the present context the work is much easier, simply because there is no term Rc in (7). Since Lemmas 35-37 will be used again later we state them with adequate generality. (18) tO?" = (7?u + nl)£.
Then we prove (17) by use of induction, (18), and (8).
Lemma 36. Let L be a Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3. Let a, x, u be elements of L satisfying ax -u, au = a, xu= -x. Let {La} denote the root spaces of L under the decomposition induced by 7?" (note that u is not assumed to be a regular element). Assume that LoR2aRx and LoRxRa are 0. Then: (a) RaRx induces a one-to-one map of Lj onto itself for 2^j^(p -l)/2; (b) RxRa induces a one-to-one map of Lj onto itself for (p +1) /2 £j£p-2. Then c= (c -dia)+dia splits c into a term annihilated by Rx and one in Lj-iRa. To see that the sum is direct, assume cx = 0, c = ea, eELj-i. Then ea-x = 0, whence e = 0, since RaRx is one-to-one on L,.
Lemma 39. For 2^j^(p -l)/2, R%~2i induces a one-to-one map of Lj onto Lv-j, and Rv~21 induces a one-to-one map of Lp-j onto Lj.
Proof. It will suffice to prove that Ra'~2JRx'~2J is one-to-one on Lr Write
Ni tor the null space of RxRa in Z,,-. (Note that Ar2 = L2, and that for 3^i = (P -1)/2, Ni is by Lemma 37 simply the null space of Rx in Li). By iterated use of Lemma 38, we have that Lj is the direct sum of Nj, Nj-iRa, ■ • ■ , NiRa~2.
It will suffice to prove that Rl~2iRx~2J maps each A^A^-4 one-to-one onto itself (2 £i-%j). Now by iterated use of Lemma 35 we find, for 6 in Ni,
For re in the range from j-i+1 to p-j -i we verify that Tn = nRu+niI is nonsingular on L,-. Also: A7', is invariant under Ru (and hence invariant under each Tn); for i = 2 this is vacuous, while for i > 2 it follows from [RXRU ]= -Rx and the fact that Ni is merely the null space of Rx. Hence Ra~2iRx-2} induces a one-to-one mapping of NiRj~i onto itself. Proof, (a). By symmetry we can confine ourselves to the cases i+j=l or 0 (mod p). We can, moreover, confine j to the range s, • ■ ■ , p -2, and then i will be either p-j or p + l-j. We make an ascending induction on j. To start the induction at j = s, we have to check LrL, = LsL, = 0. The first of these is zero by hypothesis.
To prove L,L3 = 0, it is sufficient to show that it annihilates x. Since L"xELr, this follows from the Jacobi identity. Suppose now that F,F, = 0 is known for a certain j, where i is either p-j or p + 1 -j. We proceed to j + 1. We are supposing of course that j + 1 is at most p -2. Hence Lemma 37 is applicable and tells us that Lj+i is equal to Lja. Then (19) LiLj+i C a-LiLj + aLt-Lj C a-LiLj + Li+iLj.
Take i=(p + l) -(j + 1) =p-j-Then the right side of (19) vanishes by our induction on j. The other value of i we have to treat is i = p -(j + l). Since j + 1 ^p -2, we have i^2. Hence F,-= L,+ix by Lemma 37. Then
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The first term on the right of (20) vanishes by the case we have just treated. The second vanishes by our induction on j.
(b) Suppose for instance that L-2a is not zero (and hence equal to Z_i). We prove that L2x vanishes by pushing the first half of the argument of part (a) one step further. In detail: Z2Z_i = Z2Z_2<j CZ 0-Z2Z_2 -f-LzL-i, which vanishes by part (a).
(c) If Z2x = Z_2a = 0, then Z2+ • • • +ZP_2 admits multiplication by Zx and Z_i (as well as by Z0 of course). By part (a), Z2+ • • • +ZP_2 is a subalgebra. Hence it is an ideal.
We are ready to proceed to the proof of Theorem 2 itself. By Lemma 37, the spaces Z2, • • • , Zr (r= (p -l)/2) have dimensions which increase, in the weak sense. The same is true for the sequence of spaces Zp_2,
The spaces Zr and Z, have the same dimension.
If that common dimension is 0 or 1, then all Li have dimension 0 or 1. In this case Zassenhaus [4, pp. 37-47] has proved that Z is either 3-dimensional or the Witt algebra. We therefore assume henceforth that Lr and Z, have dimension greater than one and shall eventually reach a contradiction. We have that LrLs -0, for otherwise Lemma 34 shows that Z has a nontrivial ideal. (Alternatively, we could cite again our initial normalization of Zi to have maximal dimension among all spaces Z,-with Z.Z.i^O).
We apply parts (b) and (c) of Lemma 40. For definiteness let us assume Z2x?^0, Z"2a = 0. Select dGL2 with dx = a.
Write Zi-Ti-\-■ ■ ■ +2\, where, as always, Tn = nRu-\-niI. One computes that Zt=(t-f-l)27?"-f-(^ + l)3/-We next prove that for any element b with 6x = 0, and any j, (21) is nonzero. We now distinguish two cases.
I. ft = 2. Then bRjaRd lies in Lp-X and is annihilated by Rx, a contradiction.
II. ft>2. Write c = bRlRd-We note that the right side of (21) is annihilated by Rx, tor the null space of Rx is invariant under F" and hence under all the F's and Z's. Hence cRJx+3 = 0. Now c lies in Lp-k+i and we have s
iip-k + l^p-2. Also, j+3=£-2ft + 2. But by Lemma 39, Rvx~2k+2 is oneto-one on Lp-k+i. Hence e = 0, a contradiction of the fact that the right side of (21) is nonzero. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
8. Restricted algebras. If L is a restricted simple Lie algebra of rank one, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, as we noted in §2. Hence: Theorem 3. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra of rank one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3. Then L is either three-dimensional or isomorphic to the Witt algebra.
For the reader who wishes to reach this theorem rapidly, we remark that large portions of the preceding material can be by-passed. The crucial parts are: Lemma 19, Lemma 20, the latter half of §5, and §7.
9. Algebras with an invariant form. An invariant form on a Lie algebra L is a symmetric bilinear form/satisfying f(ab, c) =f(a, be) for all a, b, c in L. It is nonsingular if no nonzero element of L is orthogonal to all of L. It then follows that any Cartan subalgebra H is also nonsingular relative to /, and that La, L-a are nonsingular dual spaces under/ (see [3, p. 8]) . From this we can further deduce that no nonzero element x of La can annihilate all of
Let us analyze the algebras of rank one possessing this last property. Theorem 4. Let L be a Lie algebra of rank one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3. Assume that no nonzero element of a root space La annihilates all of L-a. Then: all root spaces are one-dimensional.
If L is not three-dimensional, the roots form a group under addition.
Proof. That the root spaces are all one-dimensional follows at once from Theorem 1.
Suppose that L is not three-dimensional. Let a and 8 be roots; we must show that 8 -a is a root. We do this first on the assumption that 8 is not an integral multiple of a. Normalize so that a = l. Pick nonzero elements a in Li, x in L_i, 6 in La, normalized so that ax -u. If a-1 is not a root, ox = 0. Lemma 35 is applicable and shows in particular that bRv~l is not 0. But then a-1 is a root after all.
What remains to be shown is this: if L is not three dimensional and 1 is a root, then i is a root for every i in GF(p). Let M denote the subalgebra zZ^i, iGGF(p).
M is easily seen to be simple, and if it is not three-dimensional, it is the Witt algebra by Theorem 2. In particular, every i in GF(p) is a root. We shall prove that M is not three dimensional. If it is, there is some root a not in GF(p). By the result proved in the preceding paragraph, a -1 and a + 1 are roots. Moreover, since a + 1 is not an integral multiple of a -1, (a +1) -(a-1)=2 is a root. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. Let L be a Lie algebra of rank one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3. Assume that L possesses a nonsingular invariant form f. Then L is three-dimensional.
Proof. We continue where Theorem 4 leaves off. Assume that Z is not three-dimensional and normalize so that 1 is a root. Pick a, b nonzero elements in Zi, Z("_i)/2 respectively.
We have/(aa, b)=f(a, bb)=0. Since / is nonsingular between Z(p_i)/2 and Z(p+i)/2 this implies ab = 0, contradicting Lemma 37 (what we have just shown is merely that, for p>3, the Witt algebra does not admit a nonsingular invariant form).
Part II. Rank two 10. The diagonable case. In Part II we shall be dealing mainly with a Lie algebra Z over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3, which is centerless, restricted, and possesses a nonsingular invariant form. If 7/ is a Cartan subalgebra of Z, it is easily seen that hGH implies hvGH. If 77 is twodimensional it follows from the results in [l ] that there is a basis u, v for 77 with up = u, vp = v or 0. We study the two cases separately.
If up = u, vp = v then 7/ acts diagonally on Z. More generally, assume that Z is any Lie algebra with a nonsingular invariant form / and a Cartan subalgebra 7/ that acts diagonally. For any root a there is a unique element haGH such that a(h) =f(h, ha) for every hGH. We call a nonisotropic if f(ha,ha)9*0. Theorem 6. Let L be a centerless Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>3. Assume that L possesses a nonsingular invariant form f and a Cartan subalgebra that acts diagonally. Then: all roots in L are nonisotropic.
Proof. We assume that a is an isotropic root and eventually reach a contradiction.
Call a root j3 orthogonal to a ii f(ha, h$) =0. (a) If 8 is not orthogonal to a, then 8 -a is a root.
Pick aGLa, xGL-a with/(a, x) = -1. Then ax = ha [3, Corollary 3.2] .
Since a is isotropic, aha=xha -0. Take b^O in Zp. Assume that 8 -a is not a root; then bx = 0. We now prove Thus (22) is proved. The element bR^1 vanishes, for 8 -a is not a root. By iterated use of (22) we reach the contradiction 6 = 0 (note that B(h") is nonzero by hypothesis).
(b) If y is a nonisotropic root, 27 is not a root. Form the algebra M spanned by hy and zZ^iy, i running over all nonzero integers mod p. M is an algebra of rank one with a nonsingular invariant form. By Theorem 5, 27 is not a root.
(c) If 8 is another isotropic root, then 8 is orthogonal to a. Suppose on the contrary that 8 is not orthogonal to a. By part (a), a+8
is a root. Since f(ha, ha+s)-f(ha, ha+hp)=f(ha, hp) f^O, a+8 is not orthogonal to a. Hence, again by (a), 2a+8 is a root. Similarly we argue that 2a+B
is not orthogonal to 8, and hence 2a + 28 is a root. But f(ha+&, ha+p) = 2f(ha, hp)
9^0. Thus a+8 is a nonisotropic root. We have contradicted part (b). (d) If 7 is not orthogonal
to a (hence, by (c), is nonisotropic), then f(ha, hy)/f(hy, hy) cannot be an integer.
Suppose this ratio is an integer i, necessarily different from 0. Let j = -(2*)-1. By iterated use of (a), 5=7+ja is a root. However f(hs, hi) =f(hy+jha, hy+jha) =0, f(hs, ha)9i0. This contradicts (c).
(e) The proof of (d) shows further: if 7 is not orthogonal to a, each y+ia (i an integer) is a nonisotropic root.
(f) We now complete the proof of Theorem 6. There must exist some root 7 which is not orthogonal to a; otherwise ha would be central, contrary to hypothesis.
By (e), a-y and a+y are nonisotropic roots. We claim that a -27 is not a root. If it were, a -2y+a = 2(a-7) would also be a root by (a), contrary to (b). Similarly a + 27 is not a root. Write u = hy/f(hy, hy). Select aELy, xEL-y with ax -u; note that au=a, xu= -x. Take 6^0 in La-y. We have 6x = 0, 6Fjj = 0. Let re be the smallest integer such that 6F" = 0 (l:£reg3).
Lemma 35 is applicable and tells us that oFn = 6(«F"+«27) = 0. Since bhy=f(ha-y, hy)b, we deduce that f(ha-y, hy) + (n -l)f(hy, hy)=0.
It follows thatf(ha, hy)/f(hy, hy) is an integer, in contradiction to (d). Theorem 6 is a generalization of Theorem 4.2 in [3] . Since Seligman makes no further use of the assumption that his invariant form arises from a representation, this accomplishes the classification of simple restricted Lie algebras with a nonsingular invariant form and a Cartan subalgebra that acts diagonally.
11. The nondiagonable case. It remains to discuss simple restricted Lie algebras of rank two with a nonsingular invariant form and a Cartan sub-algebra with basis u, v satisfying up = u, vp -0. In this section we shall show that such algebras do not exist. Theorem 7. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra of rank two over an algebraically closed field of characteristic >5. Assume that L possesses a nonsingular invariant form. Then any two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra of L acts diagonally.
The proof will be broken up into a number of lemmas. On any root space we have 7^=0.
Hence the roots are indexed merely by the characteristic roots of 7?": the integers mod p. On Z,-, Ru acts as i times the identity.
Lemma 41. If aGLi and av^O, then ap = 0.
Proof. It is easily seen that ap lies in 77. Moreover aap = 0. If av^O, no nonzero element of 7/ annihilates a.
We shall make a large number of computations of a product of an element a in Zi by an element x in Z_i in the following way: to determine ax it suffices to know/(ax, u) and/(ax, v), since/is nonsingular on 77. Now/(ax, u) =f(a,xu) = -f(a, x); f(ax, v) = -f(av, x). So the ingredients of the computation are provided by the inner products of x with a and av. A large number of cases are covered by the next lemma; when slightly different computations have to be made later we shall leave them to the reader. Lemma 43. If aGLi, av^O, then aZ_i is all of H.
Proof. The elements ai=a, a2 = av are linearly independent. Therefore we can find elements xx, x2 in Z_j such that/(a,-, x,) =Sy. By Lemma 42, aiXi is nonzero and orthogonal to v; arx2 is nonzero and orthogonal to u. Hence aiXi and aix2 span 77.
Lemma 44. For any aGLi we have (av)RZ~2 = 0. Proof. We must have F"^0; otherwise v is in the center of L. Thus we may assume the existence of an element a in Li with b=av^0.
Let us write x for an element in L_i with/(a, x) = l,/(6, x) =0. By Lemma 42 we have that 6x = 0 and also that w = ax is a nonzero element of H orthogonal to v. The lemma is proved if we show that w is a scalar multiple of v. We shall derive a contradiction from the contrary assumption. By a harmless normalisation we may assume that w is of the form u+\v. Then aw -a is a scalar multiple of 6. Now if we write W for the one-dimensional subspace spanned by b, the hypotheses of Lemma 26 (a) are fulfilled (except that the element u of that lemma is to be replaced by w). Hence Lemma 46. I/Fj^0, then f(u, u)=0.
Proof. We may assume that R2 is not zero on Li. Pick a in Li with aR\j^0. Write b-av, c = bv. The elements a, 6, c are linearly independent and thus we may pick elements x, y, z in L_i dual to a, 6, c (relative to/). From Lemma 42 we have that az = 0, and that bz is a nonzero element of H orthogonal to re. We note that Ra and Rz commute.
From this we first derive bRaRt = bRzRa 5^0, since a is not annihilated by any nonzero element of H. Hence ba^O. By Lemma 44, 6FT2 = 0.
The lemma will be proved if we show that bz is a scalar multiple of u. Assume not; we may normalize so that bz = v+\u.
Let i be the smallest Lemma 47. R3,=0.
Proof. Assume that F" is not zero on L\. Then we can find a, b = av, c = bv, d = cv linearly independent in Li. Let w, x, y, z be elements of L_i which are dual to a, b, c, d relative to /. By Lemmas 42 and 46 we have ax = cz = a nonzero multiple of u. We may normalize so that ax = cz = u. in Zi, and x, y, z dual to them (relative to /) in Z_i. Assembling the information in Lemmas 42 and 46, we have ax = oy = cz = a nonzero multiple of v which we can normalize to be v; ay = bz = a multiple of u; all other products between a, b, c and x, y, z vanish. We can prove ay = u. For let ay =Xw. Then from the Jacobi identity on a, b, y we get ab -y = (1 -X)&.
But f(ab-y, y) =f(ab, yy)=0, while/(a, y) = 1. Hence X=l.
Write ' for Rv (an inner derivation).
We note: a' =o, a" = c. For any r in Z we have r'" = 0 by Lemma 47. Then by Leibniz's formula 0 = (ra)'" = r'" + a'" + 3r"a' + 3r'a". Next, let e = da. We find e' =d'a-\-db, e'z -d'z-a-r-dz-b-\-d-bz=-ba -ab +du = 2d. Also e" = 2d'b+dc, e"z = 2(d'z-b+d'-bz)+dz-c+d-cz = 2d'u-ac +cfo = 6d'. To (24), with r = e, apply Rz on the right. We obtain 0 = e"z-6 +e"u+e'z-c+e'v = 6d'b+3e"+2dc+e". Apply R" again: 0 = 6(d'z-b+d'u)
(This is the one place in the proof of Theorem 7 that characteristic 5 causes trouble.) Lemma 49. 7?" acting on L, has at most one elementary divisor of degree two.
Proof. Assume the contrary for t=l. Then in Zi we can find four linearly independent elements a, b=av, c, d = cv; note that bv = dv = 0. Let w, x, y, z be elements of Z_i dual to a, b, c, d relative to /. By computations like that in Lemma 42, together with Lemma 45, we have cx = cw = ay = az = bw = dy = 0; aw, bx, cy, dz are nonzero multiples of v; ax and cz are nonzero elements orthogonal to u (hence linearly independent of v). We can find a linear combination r of w and x with ar = u, and similarly a linear combination 5 of y and z with cs = u. We observe that cr = as -0.
Next we note that cd-y = 0, directly from the Jacobi identity. Also ca'z = 0, for by the Jacobi identity it is a scalar multiple of d, which must vanish since it is orthogonal to z (relative to/). Hence cd-5 = 0.
By Lemma 35, (25) tRcR* = tTiT»TtTt.
Since lEL-i, we see that the right side of (25) Proof. We take i-l, and use the notation fixed above. Since Liz; is spanned by b, what we have to show is that ab and 6c,-annihilate L_i. Everything comes right out of the Jacobi identity except the fact that a6y = 0, which was noted just above.
Lemma 52. For 2^j^(p -l)/2, Ra maps Lj one-to-one into Lj+i, and Rw maps Lj+i onto Lj. For (p + l)/2^j^p -2, F," maps Lj one-to-one into L,_i, and Ra maps Lj-i onto Lj.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 37 as soon as we check LoR2aRm = 0, L0F2Fo = 0. But both statements follow from Lemma 51.
Lemma 53. Rr annihilates either L2 or L2-f.
Proof. Assume the contrary for *=1, and use the notation above. L2 is spanned by ab, acjt be, (j = l, ■ ■ ■ , r). The elements ab, bcj are visibly annihilated by v. Hence some aCj-v^O. Similarly some yzk-v?*0. It then follows from Lemma 50 (with i = 2) that aCj-yzk is not a multiple of v. But we are able to compute this product and find that it is a multiple of v. We have c,y = 0, azk = 0, ay = u-\-av, by=v, CjZk = 0 or v. By repeated use of the Jacobi identity acj-y= -Cj, aCj-zk is a multiple of 6, acj-yzk is a linear combination of CjZk and by and is a multiple of v.
Lemma 54. Rv annihilates L2.
Proof. Assume the contrary for t = 1. Continuing the argument of Lemma 53, we have that some acj is not annihilated by 7?", that is, bCj^O. Let us write simply c for Cj.
By Lemma 35, cRaRw = cTiRa~l. Since c£Zi and Ti = iRu-\-i2I, cTt is simply (t + l)2c. Thus
We apply (26) with i = p -2. By Lemma 53, L2_kv = Q (since we are assuming L\v?*Q). Now cRl~2RwGL2_i. Hence cRl~3Rv = 0. We are going to contradict this by a computation which is a slight variant of numerous earlier ones.
We have RaRx = RxRa-r-R"-Since cv = cx = 0, we deduce cRaRx = 0 and further (27) cRlRx = cRaRv = cb.
We next note (28) cR2aRvRw = 4cb.
To prove (28) we write RVRW=RWRV+RX (recall that w = y -ax so that wv = yV= -x), use (27), and (26) with t = 2.
We are going to establish inductively
for tSi2. For t = 2 we interpret (29) to coincide with (28); at any rate the reader can check that the induction can start correctly this way. In (29) replace 7?"7?" by RwRv-r-Rx-The first of the resulting terms is
by (26) and induction. We study the remaining term cT^^T?^-2. By Lemma 51, xw annihilates L\\ in particular xw annihilates a, c and all their products. It follows that Rx and Rw may be interchanged in the expression. The Rw thus made adjacent to cR\ can be absorbed as in (26). Then we are ready to commute Rw and Rx again. By a succession of these steps we eventually push 7?! all the way to the right, arriving at
by (27) . Since (30) and (31) add up to the right side of (29), the induction is complete.
Set i = p -3 in (29). We saw that the left side vanishes. The coefficient on the right is nonzero, and further c6 is nonzero by assumption.
This contradiction concludes the proof of Lemma 54.
Lemma 55. Li,v ■ L-, = 0.
Proof. 1^ suffices to prove f(Lav • L_,-, L_,)=0, or f(Lnv, L2_1)=0, or f(Lu, vL2_t) =0, and this is true by Lemma 54.
We record for later use three more computational lemmas. For conciseness we introduce a new symbol: Fi = i(i+3)/2.
Lemma 56. For *gjl, bRiaRw = Fi-ibR1-1. Proof . By Lemma 51, baw = 0. We can then apply Lemma 35 to deduce (6a)F<r1iC = 6aF<_1F4r1. Here Ti-i = (i-l)Ru + (i-l)iI.
Since (a6)Fu = 2a6, we compute that (a6) F<_i = Fi-iab.
Lemma 57. For i^2 (32) bRlRxR.72 = 0.
Proof. For i = 2we have to prove bR2aRx = 0, and this admits direct verification. We assume (32) known with i replaced by i -l. In (32) replace RXRW by RwRx+RXw By Lemma 51 (since wv= -x), xw annihilates a and 6 and hence all their products. This term therefore drops out. To the remaining term apply Lemma 56 and our inductive assumption. Then S is an ideal in L. Proof . We begin by noting that S is invariant under Ra and Rw; by symmetry it suffices to handle Rw. We have wv=-x, bw = v. By Lemma 44, xRfi~3 is annihilated by Rw. Lemma 56 covers the application of Rw to 6F£_.
Let T denote the set of elements t satisfying tLQS. T is invariant under Ra and F": for instance tw-LEtL-w+twLESw+SES. Since Lxv and L_i» are spanned by 6 and x, and all other Lju are 0, we have vET. It follows that vRa and vRl, lie in T for all i. This proves SET, and 5 is an ideal in L.
Up to this point we have in effect been analyzing the structure of any restricted Lie algebra of rank two with a nonsingular invariant form; simplicity has not yet been invoked. Possibly the full structure of this class of algebras can be elucidated (it is a fact that examples do exist); but we shall make use of the simplicity from now on.
In the next four lemmas we maintain our assumption that Lkv is nonzero and continue to use the notation we have established.
Lemma 60. ab and xy are not 0.
Proof. We shall assume ab = 0 and derive a contradiction by showing that Ljv = 0 for jr* ±1 (this, by Lemma 59, provides a proper ideal in Z).
First we prove Zio = 0 for 2^j^(p-l)/2. This is true iorj=(p-l)/2 by Lemma 55 (take t = l/2). We make a descending induction onj. We suppose Under Rv, aci is sent into -ct, d into a, and ab into 0 (Lemma 51). Together with the fact that ab is nonzero, this proves the linear independence.
Lemma 63. Dim (ZCp_i)/2) ^dim L\. If the two dimensions are equal, then all root spaces Lj (J9^Q) have the same dimension.
Proof. In the sequence of spaces Zt, Z2, • • • , Z(P_i)/2 the dimensions are increasing (in the weak sense); the step from Zi to Z2 is covered by Lemma 62, snd the remaining steps by Lemma 52. This implies both statements in the present lemma.
Lemma 64. If for some i the root spaces Z,-and Z2t-are both not annihilated by Rv, then all root spaces Lj (j'^O) have the same dimension.
Proof. We have dim (Z2l) Recalling that w = y-ax, we find from (33):
(34) dw = a + ab.
Apply the Jacobi identity to the triple d, x, w. The result is:
We proceed to more elaborate computations of products involving d.
Lemma 65. For *«£l, 
Proof. We have RaRx = RxRa+R". Then dRaRx = dxa+dv= -ba by (33).
This checks (37) for i=l. We begin the induction at this point, making a special remark on i=>2 at the appropriate moment. In (37) 
Proof. For i = 0, the left side of (40) Lemma 69. For 2^jz%p -3, Ra induces a one-to-one linear transformation of Lj onto Zj+i and Rw induces a one-to-one linear transformation of Lj+i onto Lj.
Lemma 70. Assume L2v^0. Then L2v is spanned by ab; Z_2z; is spanned by xy.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to establish the second statement. Since Z_2z/ is one-dimensional (Lemma 49) and xy is nonzero (Lemma 60), it suffices to prove xyGL-2v. It is equivalent to prove/(xy, TV) =0 where N is the null space of 7?" within L2.
As we saw in Lemma 62, the elements d, ab, and act (1 ^i^r) span a subspace of Li with the same dimension as that of Li. Now that we know that Li and L2 have the same dimension, we have a basis of L2 consisting of these elements. Since F" annihilates ab and act (Lemma 54), and since N has codimension one in L2, ab and aci constitute a basis of N. We know that x annihilates ab and act. Hence f(xy, N) = 0.
From Lemma 70 we are able to deduce that (33), previously established only on the assumption that Liv is 0, also holds when L2v is nonzero. For dv is a scalar multiple of ab and y-a6 = 0. Applying F" to the equation dy = a then yields (33); dx= -b. Equation (34) and (35) follow as before.
Lemma 71. The null space of Rw within L2 is spanned by ab.
Proof. We examine F" on the basis d, ab, ac, of L2. We have dw = a+ab, adw= -d (recall dw = 0, aw = u). Since abw -0, and since the elements a+ab, Ci, • ■ ■ , cr axe linearly independent, the lemma follows.
Lemma 72. For 3^j^p -2, LjRxw is spanned by bRa~3.
Proof. First we examine Rxw on L2. Since xw annihilates ab and ac^ and since d-xw --2v by (35), LiRxw is spanned by v. For 3^j^p -2 we have Lj = L2Ra~2 by Lemma 69. Ra and Rxw commute; consequently LjRxw = L2RXWR{-2, which is spanned by v'Ra"2= -bRi~3.
Lemma 73. For 2^j^p -l, LjX is spanned by bRa~2.
Proof, (a) j = 2. We must examine the products dx, ab-x, act-x, and we find dx = -6, a6-x = adx = 0.
(b) 2<j<p -l. Since Rw is one-to-one on Lj (Lemma 69), and bRa"2Rw is a scalar multiple of 6F"-3 (Lemma 56), it suffices to prove that LjRxRw is spanned by bRa~3. Now (42) LjRxRw E LjRwRx + LjRxw.
The first term on the right of (42) is contained in L,_ii?x which is spanned by bR'a~3 by induction. The second term is covered by Lemma 72.
(c) A special argument is needed for xLp_i. We know that xL_i is spanned by xw, and so our problem is to prove that xw is a scalar multiple of bRva~3. By Lemma 44, xw is annihilated by F£-3. Thus xFjj,-3 is an element of L2 annihilated by Rw. By Lemma 71, xF£~3 is a scalar multiple of ab. But by iterated use of Lemma 56, 6FJ-3F£,-4 is a nonzero scalar multiple of ab. So: we have two elements, namely xw and bRa~3 in L_2; on applying F£,~4 they both become scalar multiples of ab. By Lemma 69, Rvw~i is a one-to-one map of L-i into L2. Since bRva~3 is nonzero, we conclude that xw is a scalar multiple of bRa~3.
The moment has arrived for concluding the proof of Theorem 7: we shall produce a proper ideal in L. It is the subspace 5 spanned by x, v, 6, bRa, bR\, ■ ■ • , bRva~3. Note that this sequence is obtained from x by repeated operation of 7?", and that a final application of Ra yields 0 by Lemma 44. Hence SaGS.
As in the proof of Lemma 59, all will be done as soon as we verify xLGS. Theorem 8. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of rank one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic two. Let {La} denote the root spaces relative to a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. Then each La (a^O) is two-dimensional, and the roots form a group under addition.
As usual we write u for a nonzero element of the Cartan subalgebra.
The product of any two elements of Z« is a scalar multiple of u. Suppose Z2^0. Then we can find x, yGLa with xy = u (note that x and y are necessarily linearly independent).
Let z be a possible third linear independent element in La. Apply the Jacobi identity to the triple x, y, z. The result: zu is a linear combination of xu and yu. Since Ru is nonsingular on La, this is impossible.
Hence:
Lemma 74. For any root space La, either L2a = 0 or La is two-dimensional.
From this, it takes just a moment to dispose of the restricted case: there are no simple restricted Lie algebras of rank one and characteristic two.
Lemma 75. If L2a?£Q and x is an element of L annihilating La, then x = 0.
Proof. There exist elements a, b in La with ab = u. Applying the Jacobi identity to a, b, x we find wx = 0. Hence x is a scalar multiple of u. But Ru is nonsingular on Z". Hence x = 0.
Lemma 76. Suppose a, 8, y are roots with 8+y=a, L2a?±0, L2fj = L2t = Q. Then Z^ZT = 0.
Proof. Let yGLp, zGLy, yz = x. We have xLa = yzLaGyLa-z-\-zLa-yGL2 +Z2j = 0. By Lemma 75, x = 0.
Lemma 77. Let a be a root such that L2a?±Q. Let 8 be any other root, and y=a-\-8.
Then y is also a root. If Lp is two-dimensional, so is Z7.
Proof. If 7 is not a root then ZaZ3 = 0, which is impossible by Lemma 75. Suppose Lp is two-dimensional. Let x, y be elements of La with xy = u. We have 7?I7?"+7?"7?I = 7?". The subspace Lp+Ly is invariant under Rx and [September F"; hence the trace of Fu on Ls+L7 is 0. On Lp, the trace of F" is 0. On LT, the trace of Fu is y multiplied by the dimension of Ly. Hence that dimension must be even.
Because of the equation RXRV+RVRX = RU, the null spaces of Rx and F" on Ly have zero intersection.
If the dimension of LT is ft, these null spaces have dimension at least ft -2 (since the range is in Lp, which is two-dimensional). Hence ft must be 2 or 4. It remains for us to exclude the possibility ft = 4. (e) e, x, y: ey-x = Be+\ya. Since eyELp and Rx maps Lp into N, we deduce eEN.
But this means ex = 0, whereas ex=aC9^0.
With these preliminary lemmas at our disposal, we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 8. Write T for the set of all roots y such that LT?^0. Let A be the group generated by T (i.e. the set of all sums of elements in T). We have three things to prove: (1) Every member of A is a root, (2) For 5GA, Lj is two-dimensional, (3) Every root lies in A. (1) Let 5£A, 5='yi+72+
• • • +yn, 7iGT. We may assume by induction on re that £ = yi+ ■ ■ ■ +y« is a root. By Lemma 77, 8=7i+f is a root.
(2) We may further assume by induction that Lt is two-dimensional.
By the second half of Lemma 77, Lj is also two-dimensional.
(This is the sole portion of the proof that uses simplicity.) Let 5 denote the subspace of L spanned by {La}, where a is not in A. We shall prove that 5 is an ideal. Given a root a not in A, and any root 8, we must prove LaLpES. It a+8 is not in A, all is well. Assume a+j3=7i+72+
• • • +7n, 7i£r.
We shall in this case prove LaLp = 0. This is immediate from Lemma 76 if w = 1 (note that L2a = L2J = 0 since a and 8 are not in V; they are not even in A). We make an induction on re. The roots a+7i and 8 are not in A and they add up to a root in A. By our inductive assumption L"+7lL3 = 0.
Similarly LaLp+yi = 0. By the Jacobi identity, (LaLp)Lyi = 0, whence, by Lemma 75, LaLp = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 8.
To conclude this section we give an example showing that there is a genuine distinction between the sets T and A introduced above, i.e. that in a simple Lie algebra there may exist a root space La with L« = 0. The smallest possible dimension for an example is 7. In the following example the Cartan subalgebra is spanned by u; there are three root spaces La, Lp, Ly (y = a+B) spanned by a, bELa, p, qELp, r, sELy. Ru acts diagonally on its root spaces. We have pq = u, rs = u, but o6 = 0 so that L2a = 0. The remaining
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use products are as follows: ap = 0, aq = s, ar = p, as = 0, bp = 8s, bq = r, br=8q, bs = p, pr=yb, ps=aa, qr = 0, qs = b. Brutal computation verifies the Jacobi identity and the simplicity. 13. Rank one, characteristic three. We are able to establish the analogue of Theorem 2 by finding the simple algebras whose only roots are +1.
Theorem 9. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic three. Assume that a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra of L is spanned by an element u such that the characteristic roots of Ru are I, -1, 0. Then L is either 3-dimensional or isomorphic to a certain 7-dimensional algebra.
Proof. Write V and W for the root spaces Zi and Z_i respectively. We begin by recalling Lemma 5: if a£ Fand Wa^O then the only elements of V annihilated by a are the scalar multiples of a.
If t/3=t/[/3_0i ;t js readily seen that V2-\-W2 is an ideal in Z, hence 0. This makes V and W one-dimensional, Z 3-dimensional.
We therefore assume V35*0 and select elements a, b, cGV with a-bc = u. Write be = x, ca = y, ab=z.
If r and s are any elements of V, we claim rrs = Q. To see this, note that rrs and srs are scalar multiples of u, say au and 8u. From the Jacobi identity on r, s, rs we get 8ur-aus = 0. If r and s are linearly dependent, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise there is a contradiction unless a = j3 = 0. From this we get the following vanishing products: ay -az = bx -bz = cx = cy = 0.
Apply the Jacobi identity to the triples y, a, b and c, a, z. The result is (43) yz --a by = -acz.
It follows from (43) that by and cz are equal, say to \u. The Jacobi identity on a, b, c gives us ax+6y+cz = 0. Since ax = u, we find 1+2X = 0, X = l, by = cz = u. Since yz annihilates a, it is a scalar multiple of a. From (43) we deduce simultaneously yz=-a, au = a. By symmetry (a, b and c are now on an equal footing), zx= -b, xy= -c, bu = b, cu = c. The Jacobi identity on u, b, c yields xu= -x and similarly yu= -y, zu= -z. We have identified all products in the 7-dimensional algebra spanned by u, a, b, c, x, y, z and recognize it, for instance, as the Cayley numbers of trace 0 under commutation. Finally we must show that Z contains nothing else. Think of the equation RbRc -RcRb = Rx applied to W. If the dimension of W is n, the range of 7?! on W is (n -l)-dimensional (since Rx annihilates only x). But the range of RbRc -RcRb is spanned by 6 and c. Hence n is 3. This proves that V and W are 3-dimensional and completes the proof of Theorem 9.
14. Rank two, nondiagonable case. In the case of a simple restricted Lie algebra of rank two and characteristic 2 or 3, we can rule out the nondiagonable case without the aid of an invariant form. Moreover, the proof is much simpler than that of Theorem 7.
Theorem 10. Let L be a simple restricted Lie algebra of rank two over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2 or 3. Then any two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra H acts diagonally.
The first step in the proof can be taken for any p. We have a basis u, v for H with up = u, vp = 0. Write ' for Rv, and U for the one-dimensional subspace spanned by u.
Lemma 78. If aELi, a'Rv-2^0, and xgL_i, then axEU.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 41 is valid and shows that av = 0. Hence xRva = 0. Suppose xa has a nonzero ^-component.
Then xF3 is a nonzero scalar multiple of a'a. It follows that a'Rva~2 = 0, a contradiction.
We are ready to handle the case of characteristic 2. There is only one root space Lx. If Liv = 0, v is central. Hence there exists a in Li with a'^O. We shall prove L\EU; this is a contradiction, for then L2 = L fails to contain the subspace S spanned by v, M, and N where M, N are the null spaces of 7?" in Zi and Z_i. Of course, S is invariant under 7?u and Rv. We have LvGS by Lemma 81. What is left to prove is the following: for cGM, show cLiGN and cZ_iC^. For the first we take any aGLi and have to prove (ac)'=0. Now a'a = (a+c) '(a+c) =0 by Lemma 79. Since c' = 0, we get a'c = 0, whence (ac)' = 0. Next take x£Z_i. By Lemma 80, there exists an element b in Zi with b'yZO. We note that bcGN, bc-xGM by two applications of what we have just proved. Apply the Jacobi identity to b, c, x. The term bxc lies in M. Hence so does cxb. This means cxG V, as required.
We conclude this section with an example showing the failure of Theorem 6 for characteristic 3. (That Theorem 6 fails for characteristic 2 is quite evident; indeed in the case of characteristic 2, one expects all roots to be isotropic. It should also be noted that Theorem 6 survives if the form is assumed to come from a restricted representation; the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [3] is valid.)
The example is 10-dimensional and has a 2-dimensional Cartan subalgebra with basis u, v. If we write a for the root which is 1 on u, 0 on v and 8 for the root which is 0 on u, 1 on v, the list of roots and corresponding root vectors reads: a, a; -a, b; 8, c; -8, d; a-\-8, e; -a -8,f; a -8, g; 8 -a, h. The products are as follows: ac = bd = be = cf=de = 0, ab-v, ad = g, ag--f, ah= -c, bc = h, bf= -g, bg= -d, bh = e, cd -u, ce = g, cg = a, ch= -f, df--h, dg = e, dh = b, ef=u-\-v, eg = b, eh = d, fg= -c, fh= -a, gh = v -u. The roots + a, +8 are isotropic and the remaining ones nonisotropic. The form is given by -f(u, v) =f(a, b) =f(c, d) -f(e,f) -f(g, h) = l, with all other inner products vanishing. The algebra is simple and restricted.
15. Rank two, characteristic two. Without any assumption of an invariant form, we can give a complete classification of the simple restricted Lie algebras of rank two and characteristic two. It is not surprising that quadratic forms admitting composition play a role in the proof, for Lie algebras of characteristic two resemble Jordan algebras in many ways.
Theorem 11. Let L be a simple restricted Lie algebra of rank two over an algebraically closed field of characteristic two. Then the dimension of L is 8, 14, or 26, and in each case L is uniquely determined.
By Theorem 10, a Cartan subalgebra 77 of Z has basis u, v satisfying w2 = m, v2 = v. There are (possibly) three root spaces which we label A, B, C; on A, Ru is 1, Rv is 0; on B, Ru is 0, Rv is 1; on C, Ru and Rv are both 1.
Lemma 82. // xGA (resp. B, C) then x2 is a scalar multiple of v (resp. u, u-\-v).
Proof. Assume xGA. We have x2£/7andxx2 = x7?2 = 0. The only elements of 77 annihilating a nonzero element of A are the scalar multiples of v. The proof is similar if x lies in B or C.
(3) A product in BC is rbsc which is simply r*s. We remark finally that these three algebras have concrete realizations as follows: the 8-dimensional one is all 3 by 3 matrices of trace 0; the 14-dimensional one is all 4 by 4 matrices of trace 0, modulo scalars; the 26-dimensional one is the cube [ [^4^4 ]A ] of the algebra A of 8 by 8 skewsymplectic matrices, modulo scalars.
